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A b stra c t
We investigate the  ground sta te  energy of the  random  Schrödinger operator 
^ |A + /3 ( lo g  t ) - 2/dV  on the  box (—t , t ) d w ith Dirichlet boundary conditions. V  de­
notes the  Poissonian potential which is obtained by translating  a fixed non-negative 
compactly supported shape function to  all the particles of a d-dimensional Poisso­
nian point process. The scaling (log t ) ^ 2^ d is chosen to  be of critical order, i.e. it is 
determ ined by th e  typical size of the  largest hole of the Poissonian cloud in th e  box 
( ^ t , t ) d. We prove th a t the  ground sta te  energy (properly rescaled) converges to  a 
determ inistic lim it I (ß)  w ith probability 1 as t  —► oo. I (ß)  can be expressed by a 
(determ inistic) variational principle. This approach leads to  a completely different 
m ethod to  prove the phase transition  picture developed in [4]. Further we derive 
critical exponents in dimensions d <  4 and we investigate the large-/3-behavior, 
which asym ptotically approaches a similar picture as for the unsealed Poissonian 
potential considered by Sznitm an [8].
0 IN T R O D U C T IO N  A N D  R E S U L T S
In th is article, we consider the  infinite volume lim it of the  ground sta te  energy (princi­
pal Dirichlet eigenvalue) for a  non-relativistic quantum  particle in a  scaled Poissonian 
potential. The m otivation for th is study  is to  develop a  b e tte r understanding of the 
corresponding (random ) variational problem  and its phase transition  picture proven in
[4]. Related random  variational problem s natu rally  arise in several questions of disor­
dered m edia, e.g. in the  study  of th e  p a th  behavior of Brownian m otion in a  Poissonian 
potential: the  Poissonian potential plays the  role of an absorption  ra te , and one tries to  
determ ine where the  surviving Brownian particles settle  down (see [8], Section 6.1). In 
the  m ain body of th is  article we first derive a  (determ inistic) variational principle for the 
infinite volume lim it of the  (rescaled) ground sta te  energy of the  random  Schrödinger 
operator. In the  second p a rt we analyze th is  variational problem  and derive the  phase 
transition  picture.
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We s ta r t w ith the  definition of the  scaled (random ) potential: it is obtained by- 
transla ting  a  fixed shape function W  to  all the  points of a  Poissonian cloud (of constant 
intensity  v  =  1). Let P  stand  for the  canonical law of the  Poissonian point process
lo = $xi G 0  (where 0  is the  set of all simple pure locally finite point m easures on 
Rd ). The scaled Poissonian poten tia l w ith scaling function ip : R+ R+ is then  defined 
as follows: for x  G R rf, ß  >  0, t  >  0, u  G 0  we set
Vß }t(x,Uj) =f ^ ^ V ( x , U > )  =f W (X -  Xi) t0 ' 1)
^  ' W ( x  -  y) u(dy),
tp(t)2
where we assume th a t the  shape function W  >  0 is m easurable, bounded, compactly- 
supported , and f W ( x ) d x  = 1. W hen it causes no ambiguity, we shall om it to  w rite 
superscripts ip.
For any non-negative poten tia l V  and <j> G H g ’2 (M.d) we introduce the  quadratic  form
d=  l  II W II2 +  f  V 4? dx.  (0 .2)
1 Jwtd
Then the  ground s ta te  energy on a  non-em pty open set U C  Rrf of the  poten tia l Vßt is 
defined as follows (see also Sznitm an [8], (3.1.2))
Av l t {U) ^  : <f> G H ^ i U ) ,  U \\2 = l }  (0.3)
=  principal Dirichlet eigenvalue of — ^ A  +  Vßt in U,
where H q ’2 (U) is the  Sobolev space w ith generalized Dirichlet boundary  conditions on 
U.
Let $  denote the  set of all te s t functions <j> G H q 2( Rrf) which are continuous, com­
pactly  supported , and normalized: ||</>||2 =  1. For <j> G $  we define the  logarithm ic 
m om ent generating function of the  Poisson process:
A^(ct) d=  logE exp \ a  I <j)2 du: = I ( e ^ ‘ -  1 )d x ,  a  G R, (0 .4)
and its one-dim ensional Fenchel-Legendre transform , ß  G R,
AJ(m) = f SUP (&ß — iV ( <7)) • (0-5)
<T GR
We introduce the  following function: For ß  > 0,
I (ß )  m i ^ - W V n l  + ß ß :  ^ G $ ,  M G  (0 , 1), A ; ( M) <  d j  . (0 .6) 
O ur first m ain result is the  following variational principle:
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T h e o r e m  0.1 For d >  1, ß  > 0 and ip(t) = (log t ) 1/>d the following holds:
P-a.s. lim (log t )2^d Xyv  ( ( - t , t ) d) = I (ß) .  (0.7)
t —> CO ß ' 1
The new result here is th a t  the  above lim it exists P-a.s. and th a t  it is P-a.s. equal to  the 
determ inistic num ber coming from the  variational principle (0 .6).
T h e o r e m  0 .2  (L arge-/3-b eh avior) L e t d  > 1. The funct ion I  is concave, non-negative,  
strictly monotonically increasing on [0 , oo) with
T he constant c(d, 1) was introduced by Sznitm an [8], form ula (4.4.20), in the  unsealed 
p icture (see [8], Theorem  4.4.6). M ore quan tita tive  estim ates for the  speed of convergence 
in (0.8) as ß  —¥ oo are provided in Lem m as 3.5 and 3.6 below.
T h e o r e m  0 .3  (C r itica l e x p o n e n ts  in  low  d im en sio n s) Let d < 3. There exists a 
constant C\(d)  >  0 and for  every b\ >  0 there exists a constant  C2(d, 6i)  >  0 such that 
for  every ß  € (0 , bi)
T he new piece here is the  lower bound, while the  upper bound is contained in [4], Lem m a
3.4. One should com pare the  above sta tem ent w ith the  following theorem :
T h e o r e m  0 .4  (P h a se  tr a n s it io n  in  h ig h  d im en sio n s) Let d  >  4. There exists a 
constant ß c(d) > 0 such that
I.e., in high dimensions we observe a  phase transition  of the  ground s ta te  energy on 
the  scale ip(t) =  (log t ) 1/>d. For small ß  we can choose as te s t function a  norm alized
ß —> o o
lim I (ß)  = c(d, 1) (0 .8)
where c(d, 1) is the principal Dirichlet eigenvalue of  — on a d-dimensional ball of  
volume d.
ß - c ^ 4/ (4- d) < I {ß) < ß ^ c 2ß 4/ (4- d). (0.9)
for  all ß  < ß c (d) : I (ß) = ß,  
for  all ß  > ß c (d) : I (ß)  < ß,
(0 .10)
(0 .1 1 )
where the following bounds hold for  ß c (d) :
For d = 4: (0 .12)
For d  >  5: d1- 4/d(d -  2)24/ d- 3ir1+1/d F
1 + d \
< ßc(d) < c(d, 1). (0.13)
2 J
3
approxim ation of the  constan t and we obtain  already the  correct leading order of the 
asym ptotic behavior of the  ground sta te  energy. For large ß  the  situation is completely 
different, nam ely it is more favorable to  localize the  te s t function in regions where the 
num ber of Poissonian particles is below its average value. In low dimensions th is picture 
does not hold true , nam ely for any positive value of ß  one should localize the  te s t function,
i.e. we do not see a  phase transition  on th is  scale. (Some p a rts  of these p ictures have 
already been developed in [4].)
T h e o r e m  0 .5  (C r itica l e x p o n e n t in  4 d im en sio n s) Let d  1. There exist con­
stants  (73,(74,(75 > 0  and  62 >  /3c(4) such that for  every ß  € (/3e(4), 62)
ß ^ c 3 ( ß ^ ß c( 4 ) f  < m  < ß - ( 0-14)I log [C5{ß -  ßc{4))}\
We rem ark th a t  there  is num erical evidence th a t  the  above picture does not hold true  
for d > 5, i.e. we expect in large dimensions th a t  the  derivative I ' (ß )  should have a  jum p 
singularity  a t ß  = ß c (d). This also corresponds to  the  p icture em phasized in [4].
The next theorem  holds for all dimensions, bu t is m ainly interesting for d  <  3: It 
implies th a t  we are considering the  correct scaling, and form ally we m ay w rite ß c (d) = 0 
for d  <  3: (We w rite a(t)  -C b(t) for a( t ) /b ( t ) 0.)
T h e o r e m  0 .6  (A b se n c e  o f  a  p h a se  tr a n s it io n  o n  o th er  sca lin g s) For d  >  1, ß  >
0 and (log t ) 1/>d -C ip(t) -C t  the following holds:
P-a.s. lim \ v * ( ( - t , t ) d) = ß.  (0.15)
t—¥ OO I3 ' 1
Small scalings are trea ted  by the  following corollary of Theorem  0.2:
C o ro llary  0 .7  For d >  1, ß  > 0 and ip(t) -C (log t ) 1/ d the following holds:
P-a.s. lim (lo g t)2//rf Xv v ((—t , t ) d) =  c(d, 1). (0.16)
t—¥ OO ß ' 1
Let us explain how th is article is organized: In Section 1 we do all the  p repara to ry  work. 
We introduce some fu rther definitions and we recall some already known results including 
the  upper bound in Theorem  0.1.
In Section 2 we provide the lower bounds of Theorem s 0.1 and 0.6. In a  first step we 
show th a t  if we allow a  small error of order ip(t) -2  we can restric t the  infimum in (0.3) 
(for U = (—t , t ) d) to  finitely m any sm ooth te s t functions which live on balls w ith radius 
of order ip(t). The m ain ingredients here are a  cutoff (or localization) procedure for 
eigenfunctions and the  com pactness property  of convolution operators. In a  second step 
then , we derive for all of these finitely m any com pactly supported  sm ooth te s t functions
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a  large deviation result estim ating the  poten tia l te rm  in (0.2). P u ttin g  these estim ates 
together yields the  lower bounds of Theorem s 0.1 and 0.6.
In Section 3 we prove Theorem s 0.2 - 0.5. The m ain body in the  analysis of the  
variational problem  (0 .6) is to  calculate good upper and lower bounds on the  logarithm ic 
m om ent generating function in order to  control the  Fenchel-Legendre transform . This is 
done using scaling argum ents, Taylor expansions and Sobolev inequalities. Using these 
estim ates we prove the  lower bounds in Theorem s 0.3 - 0.5. (The upper bounds of 
Theorem s 0.3 and 0.4 have already been proven in [4].)
T he idea behind the  proof of the  upper bound in Theorem  0.5 is the  following: The 
Sobolev inequality (3.15) we choose to  prove the  lower bound tu rn s  into an equality (for 
d = 4) if we choose an appropria te  te s t function. This te s t function is not in H q 2 (R4), 
so we have to  take a  com pactly supported  approxim ation to  evaluate (0.2) which then  
gives the  desired leading order. We rem ark th a t  m any of these Sobolev inequalities, we 
are using here, have already been very helpful in the  analysis of a  variational problem  
studied by van den Berg-Bolthausen-den Hollander [2].
T he upper bound in Theorem  0.2 follows already from the  simple fact I (ß )  <  c(d, 1). 
However, we give a  finer upper and lower estim ate for I (ß)  in the  large-/3-regime, using 
the  asym ptotics of the  ground s ta te  energy in a  determ inistic square well potential. 
This asym ptotics is well known to  physicists, bu t unfortunately  we were not able to  
provide a  rigoros reference; th is is why we describe the  argum ent in A ppendix B. The 
upper estim ate for I (ß )  in the  large-/3-regime improves a  previously known bound (see 
Theorem  0.1 and Lem m a 3.5 in [4]).
Finally in Appendix A we prove the  upper bound of Theorem  0.6 using as te s t function 
(to evaluate (0.2)) a  norm alized approxim ation to  a  constan t function on (—t, t ) d. Further 
we sketch the  proof of Corollary 0.7.
1  P R E L IM IN A R IE S
We s ta r t w ith the  following definitions: For t  > 0, we define
% = ( ^ t , t ) d, (1.1) 
de f —Woo =  supæGRd W ( x ) ,  and a denotes the  m inim al radius such th a t  su p p H ' Ç B a(0), 
where B a(0) is the  open ball w ith center 0 and radius a. For ß  >  0 and m  € (0,1) we
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define the following functions:
h ( ß , m )  d=  inf \\V<j>\\l + ßrriß : <j> G $ , ß  G (0 ,1), A ^ ß )  < , (1.2) 
h ( ß )  d=  lim h ( ß , m ) ,  (1.3)rofl
h { ß )  = inf { ^  Il V 0 II2 +  ß ß  '■ ^  G $ , ƒ! G (0 ,1), A*^(p) <  d j  . (1.4)
The lim it on the  right-hand side of (1.3) is well-defined since its argum ent is m onotonically 
increasing in to: h i ß )  >  h i ß , m )  —¥ h i ß )  as to  f  1.
The upper bound in (0.7) is a  consequence of the  following considerations: If we 
choose ip(t) =  (log t ) 1/>d then  we have seen in Lem m a 3.2 of [4] th a t  for all <j> G $  and 
ß  G (0,1) w ith A^(ß,) < d  we have P-a.s. lim su p t_j,00(lo g t)2//rfÀ\/j3 t (7ï) <  ^||V</>||| +  ßß.  
Hence we obtain P -a .s.
lim sup (log t )2/d \ v ß,t (Tt ) < h i ß )  <  ^||V«/>||| +  ßß.  (1.5)
t —ÏOC £
R epeating the  argum ent of Lem m a 3.3 in [4], we see th a t  we can choose two sequences 
ß n G (0 ,1) and <j>n  G $  such th a t  ß n f  1 ( a s m  00) and A Jn (ßn) < d  for all n > 1 (see 
form ulas (3.28)-(3.29) of [4]) w ith
lim i | |V 0 n ||l + ß ß n = ß.  ( 1.6)
n —>oc Z
Henceforth we obtain
P -a .s . lim sup  ( logt )2^d \ v ß,t (%) <  h ( ß )  <  ß- (1-7)
t—ÏOC
Furtherm ore we have for all ß  > 0 and to  G (0,1)
h ( ß , m )  < h { ß )  <  I {ß) <  J2(/3) <  ß.  (1.8)
L e m m a  1.1 There exists eg >  0 such that for all ß  > 0, r] > 0 and, m  G (1 /2 ,1 ) with
1 ^ m <  ceriß- 1 (1.9)
the following holds:
h { ß )  < h ( ß , m , )  + T}. (1.10)
Proof of  Lemm a 1.1. The function to  m ^ A/ d + [(1 —m 1^A/ d) V0], w ith |  <  to  <  1, has 
value 1 for to  =  1 and is Lipschitz continuous. Let 1/cg be a  strict  upper bound for its
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Lipschitz constant. T hen for all ß  > 0, r] > 0 and 1/2  <  m  < 1 which fulfill assum ption 
(1.9) we have
(m - i /d _ j)  +  [( j _ m l-4/d) v  g] < ^ ß - i '  (L11)
From now on we fix such a  trip le ß,  r], to, hence we can choose e >  0 so small th a t  the  
following holds:
(to -4 /* -  l ) ß  +  m , - ^ de + [(1 -  to 1^ )  V Q}ß < rç. (1.12)
By the  definition of I \ { ß , m )  there  are <j> £ $  and ß  £ (0,1) w ith AJ(^u) <  ^  and
^  IIW II2 +  ß m ß  < h { ß , m )  +  e. (1-13)
For r  >  0 we scale <j> by
<j>r (x) =f r ^ d/ 2 <f>(x/r). (1-14)
4>r scales as follows
\\<f>r\\l = 1 and \\V(f)r \\l = r ~ 2 \\V(f)\\l, (1-15)
=  r  ;M r  a ) and a Jf (m) =  r 'AJ(m). (1.16)
For r(m ) =f TO2//rf we have A ^ (p )  =  r dA^(ß,) <  ^  =  rnd < d, and
M /3) <  ^ ||V<Ml2 -  ;/' J . ,  l|V0||^ +  ßß
=  m - A! d Q  \\V<j)\\2 +  ß m p j +  ( 1  -  m ^ / ^ ß ß
(1<3) m - A! d{h (ß, to) +  e) +  (1 -  n f - V ^ ß ß  (1.17)
(1 8)
<  J i (/3, to) +  (to- 4 /*  -  l ) ß  +  m r Al de  +  [(1 -  to1 - 4^ )  V  Q}ß
( 1 -1 2 ) -< h  (ß,m) +  T].
This proves (1.10) and therefore Lem m a 1.1.
□
The upper bound in (0.7) is a  consequence of (1.7) and th e  following corollary: 
C oro llary  1.2 h ( ß )  = I(ß)  = I2(ß).
Proof of  Corollary 1.2. This is a  triv ial consequence of the  bounds (1.8) and the  previous 
Lem m a 1.1.
2  P R O O F  O F  T H E  L O W E R  B O U N D S  IN  (0 .7 ) A N D  (0 .1 5 )
We assume th a t  ip is a  fixed positive scaling function w ith ip(t) —¥ oo as t  —¥ oo. We 
suppress superscrip ts ip when no am biguity arises.
2 .1  L o ca liza tio n , co m p a c tn e ss  a rg u m en t, and  large d ev ia tio n s
O ur first step consists of a  localization argum ent: To evaluate (0.3) on U = %  it suffices 
to  consider te s t functions supported  in balls w ith radius R<p(t), if we allow a  small error 
ip(t)~2rj (see Lem m a 2.1). In a  second step (Lemma 2.2) we allow ano ther small error 
ip(t)~2rj to  sm oothen the  te s t functions. In a  th ird  step (Lem m a 2.3) we prove th a t  we 
can restric t ourselves to  finitely m any sm ooth te s t functions if we allow an additional 
small error of ip(t)~2rj. F inally  in Lem m a 2.5 we give for every of these finitely many- 
sm ooth te s t functions a  large deviation result estim ating the  poten tia l te rm  in (0 .2).
For t  >  0, R  > 0 and y  € d r1!2Rip( t )Zd we define B \ \ t y  =f B Rip(t)(y), and we set 
Y £ t =f {y  € d ^ 1 / 2 Rip( t )Zd : B r j , v  H 7* 7  ^ 0}. Then (Bj i :t,y)yeYR,t is an open covering 
of Tt,
L e m m a  2.1  There exists 0 7 (d) >  0 such that for ß  >  0, rj >  0, R  =f (07 fr])1 ! 2 V 1 and 
t > 0
Av>.t (7t ) >  min inf £ v  (<t>) -  V?(*)_ V  (2-1)
ye>B.t 4>eHl'2(BR.t.y)
\\<P\\2 = 1
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let c%(d) <  00 denote an upper bound for the  num ber of balls 
y  € ) ) i j .  th a t  intersect B r j ,0 (this num ber does neither depend on R  >  0 nor 
on t  >  0). We use a  partition  of unity: Choose x  € C%°(Bi(0))  a  fixed non-negative 
function w ith J2 j ed-  1/ 2i,d X(x  ~  j )2 =  1 f° r aU x  € Rrf, and define 0 7(d) =f || |V x |2 Hoo* 
For rj >  0, R  = (07 fr])1 / 2 V 1 and t > 0 w e  define a  partition  of un ity  over %,
1 =  5 1  XR,t,y 011 'Tt- (2 -2 )
y£YR't
/ _ \
where XR,t,y(x ) =  X ( R^(t) J are com pactly supported  in B n j , y  N ext we denote by 
ip € H q’2(%) a  principal Dirichlet eigenfunction of the  Schrödinger operator —|A  +  Vßj  
in %■ W ith  the  help of the  partition  of unity  we split th is eigenfunction into pieces:
' ' '  (XR,t,yip)2■ (2.3)
y£YR't
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The definition of R  implies the following upper bound on the derivatives of XR,t,y'-
y€YR±t
C8
<  7T | V X f i , t , o H L  <  w ( t y
We claim for all A G R: If
(2.4)
£ V0 ,t ( XR , t , y 1p )  >  ^ \ \ X R , t , y 1 p \ for all y £ Yr ;i (2.5)
then
Z v p . M )  >  (A ~ w ( t )  2 ) W'tPWl- (2 .6)
Lem m a 2.1 is a  consequence of th is claim: To see th is, we observe th a t  the  left-hand side 
in (2.6) equals Xvß.t (Tt) W'ipWt- Choose A >  Xvß.t (%) + rllP(t)~2i then  (2.6) cannot be true. 
Therefore, we conclude th a t  (2.5) has to  fail for a t least one y £ Yr j  for th is choice of
def
A. We set <j>y =  (X fi,t,ÿ^)/ f°r such a  V e  (n° te  th a t  H xfi,* ,^!^ cannot
vanish for th is choice of y).  We obtain  £vß±t (<j>y) <  A. Henceforth, m inÿGy^ t £vß±t {4>y) <  A
for all A >  Xvß,t (%) + r](p(t)~2, where Y ^ t =f {y £ Yr j  : ||Xfi,t,ÿî/’ll2 >  0}- Bu t this 
implies claim (2.1) of Lem m a 2.1.
T here rem ains to  prove th a t  (2.5) implies (2.6). We sum (2.5) over all y £ Yr j  and 
use (2.3) to  obtain
Y  W ( X R , t , y i p ) \  
y £ Y R±t
ƒ  Vß/tp2 dx =  £vß.t (XR,t,yip) > A 11^112 • ( 2 -7 )
y £ Y R ,
To estim ate the  gradient te rm  in (2.7), we take the  derivative of form ula (2.2): 
2 J2yeYR,t XR,t ,yVxR,t ,y = 0. Hence using (2.4) we have
W (X . R , t , y 1 p ) \
y £ Y R±t
=  -2 \ m X R , t , y ^ X R , t , y  , V’W ’
WeîH.t !
Y  WXR,t,y\2lP2
y £ Y R±t
(2 .8)
Collecting (2.7) and (2.8) yields (2.6). This finishes the  proof of Lem m a 2.1.
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The next step consists of a  sm oothening and scaling argum ent: We take the  convo­
lution of te s t functions w ith an approxim ation <L of D irac’s ö: Let âi G C^°(Bi (0 j )  be 
fixed non-negative w ith P i l ^  =  1. Set öe(x) =f e ^ dö(x /e ) .  Let * denote the  convolution 
operator. We set for R  >  0 and N  > 0:
=  {<^ € H ^ 2(B r (0)) : U \ \ 2 =  1, ||V 0 ||2 <  7 ÏŸ }  • (2.9)
For t  >  0, y  G Rrf, we define the  scaling operator S f  y by
(S*V)(*) d= v V ) - d/2<t> ( v d r H x  -  y)) . (2.10)
This operator m aps H ^ ’2 (B R (Q)) onto H g ’2 ( B R:t:y); it fulfills
\\St,y<i>\\2 = m \2 and II V (S t» | | 2 =  y>(t)-1 ||V 0 ||2 . (2 .1 1 )
We choose a  truncation  level M  >  0 (to be specified later) and define V M = f V A M . 
F urther we introduce
y M , v  4 | f  ß ( p ( t y 2 y M '  ( 2 J 2 )
For every te s t function <j> we get the  simple bu t useful inequality
% , t W > % M t (^). (2.13)
L em m a  2.2  There exist cg(d) >  0, Cio(d) >  0 such that for all ß  > 0, r] > 0, M  >  0, 
R  = {ct/t}) 1 / 2 V 1, N  =f 2ß M  +  cio, £ G (0, jj(2/3McgAT1/ 2) -1 ], and for all t > 0 we have:
Avat ( 7 ï ) >  min inf £ v m (St,y (<p * 6e)) — 2ip(t)~2 ij. (2-14)
y€YR,t tpe^R ,n i3'1
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let ƒ G H ^ ’2 (Bi(Q)), \ \ f \\2 = 1, be any fixed te s t function. Set 
cio —f HV ƒ II2 - (eg is defined below). We choose ß ,  t), and M .  By Lem m a 2.1, by the 
lower bound (2.13), and by scaling we know th a t  for R  = (cj/r})1 / 2 V 1 and t > 0 w e  have
> min inf £ VM( St ,y<t>)-ip{t)-2 r). (2.15)
y & R.t <peH^2 (BR(o)) ß-t 
\ \4>\\2=1
For every norm alized te s t function <f> G H ^ 2 (B R (0)) \  'I> % we have
£ v * ( S t ,y<j>) > \ v ( t ) - 2N  >  1  \ \V(St ,yf ) \ \ l  + ß<p(t)~2M  > £ VM(S t ,yf ) .  (2.16) 
Hence we can restric t the  infimum in (2.15) to  the  sm aller class <I>
mm inf £ v m -(St ,y<j>) -  <p(ty2 r). (2.17)
ß-t y€YR,t <t>€&R.N f3-1
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To deal w ith convolutions, we use the  Fourier transform  'tp(k) =f f Rd e ^ zkx,tp(x) dx: There 
is a  constan t cg(d) >  0 such th a t  for all e >  0 and k £ Rd the  estim ate |1 — öe(k)\ < cgek 
holds; to  see th is one observes th a t  8e(k) = öi(ek) ,  <5i(0) =  1, and by Lipschitz continuity
[<5i(0) — (fe)[ <  cg\k\ for some constan t e g .  (Si is even real analytic, since is com pactly
life1 '
supported , and S±(k) ■ 0.) We estim ate:
\4> — <j) * Se \\2 = (2n) d (1 — Se)/j> < (2n) d^2cg£ k/j>(k) = C 9e||V<^ (2.18)
We rem ark ||ç!> * <L||2 <  ||< |^|2; th is is a  consequence of =  1 and the  integral version of 
the  triangle inequality. Therefore we have for all <j> £ < I > % and e £ (0 ,T}(2ß M c g N 1^2) ^ 1]:
[(St,y<P)2 ^ ( S t}y(<P*Se))2] dx <  \ \ v M \\^  II ß,t II oo
-  \\v-MII
-  II ß,t I I o
<  I I V M II ^  II ß,t I I 01
< 9 II V M \-  II Xß,t I
II (4> +  <j) * öe)(4> — <j) * Sg)^
2 MÏÏ2 11^^^*4112
o o  c9£ IlV 0||2
< 2ß M ip ( t ) ^2cgeN1/ 2 < ip(t)^2T}.
Using the  integral version of the  triangle inequality once more, we see
l|V(St,„(0*<Je))||2 =  ||(V(St» ) * < ^ ( t)||2 < | |V ( S * » | |2 . 
Combining the  estim ates (2.19) and (2.20) we get
£ v™t (St,y {<P * S£)) -  £ VMt (St ,yd) < <p(t)~2 ti- 
F inally we combine th is w ith (2.17) to  get the  claim (2.14). Lem m a 2.2 is proved
(2.19)
(2 .20)
(2 .21)
L e m m a  2 .3  Given ß  >  0, r] >  0 and, M  >  0, there is R  >  1 and a f inite set (r), ß ,  M )  C 
Cl  (Bji+ 1 (0)) of normalized functions (i. e. | |^ | |2 =  1 for  ip £ \ s u c h  that for  all t  > 0 :
M.'ß,t ( % ) >  min £ V M  (S t,y'ip) -  3ip(t) 2 rj.y€YR,t f3-1
¥>e*
(2 .22)
Proof of  Lemma 2.3. Choose R  >  1 and N  by Lem m a 2.2. We choose e >  0 so small 
th a t  the  following th ree conditions hold true:
1
e <  1, cgeN 1 / 2 < — 2c$eN1 / 2 (2 N  +  ß M )  <  | ;
i d e f
(2.23)
especially Lem m a 2.2 is applicable for th is  choice of e. Set R ’ = R  + 1 >  R  + e, so the 
convolution m ap ip ip * ôe m aps H q ’2 (Br(Q))  to  C I(B r i (0) ) .  We endow C I(B r i (0 ) )
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w ith the  norm  V , I - H I 1/ , I I 0 0  +  I I W , | | 0 0 - As a  consequence of the  Arzelà-Ascoli theorem  
th is convolution m ap H ^ ' 2 ( B r ( 0 ) )  C j  ( B r i  (0)) is a  com pact linear operator. Since 
' I > % is bounded in H q ’2 ( B r ( 0)), its image < I > % * ôe = {<f> * Se : <j> £ <&r,n} is relatively 
com pact in C l ( B r i (0)).
We claim th a t  for every bounded set S  Ç C l  ( B r i ( 0 ) )  the  family of m aps
-+ R) t>o , Ft y (ip) —f y { t ) 2£ VM (St}y'ip), (2.24)
y e Y R ,t i3-1
is equicontinuous, i.e. for every r] >  0 there  is an a  > 0 such th a t  for all £ >  0 , y £ Y r j ,  
and ipi,ip2 € S:
11-01 -V^Hoo +  Il V (-01 — -02 ) 11 oo <  a  implies \Ft}y(ipi) -  Ft}y{th)\  < t:- (2-25)
To prove th is claim, we observe first th a t  the  inclusion m ap Cl  ( B r i  (0)) —^ H 0 ’" ( B r i  (0)) 
is continuous:
I H I 2 +  I I W I I 2 <  C i l  H a l l o o  +  C i l  II W l l o o  ( 2 - 2 6 )
for ip £ C I ( B r ,(0)), c\ \  =f \ B r i  (O)l1/ 2. Let s2 =f sup{ ||^ ||2 + 1| V"0||2 : ip £ S'} <  oo. We 
choose a  so small th a t  s2( l +  2 ß M ) c \ \ a  <  f}/2. Using the  Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
\Ft , „ ( ih )  -  F ttV(il>2)\ <  1 \ \ V M l  -  I I W 2 I I2 +  ß M  \\(St,y'tpi)2 -  (St,y'<p2)2 l
<  I  l|V (V’l +  "02 ) 112 II V (-01 -  -02 ) 112 +  ß M  II Ipl  -  Ipl I 1
<  2s2 Q  II V(-01 -  ip2 ) 112 +  ß M  11^ 1 -  ^ 2||2)  (2.27)
<  « 2 ( 1  +  2 I M  ) c I  i d  <
Combining the  relative com pactness of <I> % * S w ith the  equicontinuity (2.25) we obtain 
the  following: there  is a  finite set Ç <I> % * 5e such th a t  for alH  >  0 and y £ Y r  j. we 
have the  lower bound
inf Ft}y(4> * 6e) >  min Ft>y(ip) — —. (2.28)
ç lg f  __^  ~
We norm alize these te s t functions: =  { ||^ ||2 ip : ip £ \?}; th is  is well defined, since 
for ip = <j>* öe, <j> £ 'I'
(2 .18) , (2 .23) 1
11^ 112 -  ! | <  IIV’ - 0 II2 <  c9e N 1/2  <  - .  (2.29)
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A quantita tive bound on Ft,y(\\ip\\2 1 '< P) f° r these functions 'ip £ < I > % * öe is (using the 
integral version of the  triangle inequality):
tf>) < +  ß M  < 2N  + ßM.  (2.30)
1 Imh
We estim ate:
(2 .28) _ , n  (2 .29) , n
inf Ft,y(<j>*5e) > min\\ ip \\2 F t,y (\\ip\\2 ip) -  -  > (1 -  CgeN1 / 2 )2 min Ft,y (ip) -  -  
4>£®r,n ■pgip A A
(2 .30) , n  (2 .23)
>  m m  Ft,y ('ip) — 2c9eiV:L/ 2(2iV +  ß M )  — - > min Ft ,y (ip) -  r/. (2.31)
Lem m a 2.3 follows now from the  bounds (2.14), (2.31) and definition (2.24) of Ft,y .
□
We discretize the  space Rd on a  very fine scale (  £ (0, d _ 1/ 2a) (to be specified later; 
it is sm aller th an  the  d iam eter of the  shape functions): Set K j ( ( )  = f  ( j  +  [0, ( ) d , j  £  Z d. 
We define the  i.i.d. Bernoulli variables £j(C) =f 1{w(Kj)>i} and a  discretized version to 
of the  Poissonian cloud configuration u  by
c /  H f £  ç .S j -, (2.32)
iGÇZd
in th is equation Sj is the  Dirac m easure located a t j .  We observe
P fo  =  0] =  P[co<(Kj) = 0] =  1 -  P ^ ^ )  =  1] =  e -« d. (2.33)
Finally we set
A f ( C )  = ^ | I ? 2 « ( 0 ) | C rf. (2.34)
We define an unsealed and a  scaled lattice version of the  potential:
V^(x)  =f [  W (y -  x) (dy) and v S f  (x) d= ß(p(t)^2V (' (x).  (2.35)
J Rd
The next lem m a com pares the  two potentials Vß\  and V ß t :
L em m a  2 .4  Given ß  > 0, rj >  0 and, Ç £ (0, d_ 1 / 2 a), define M  by (2.34), and let R >  1 
and be chosen according to Lemma 2.3. Then
lim in f min <p(t)2 ( e v m (St vip) — £ÿ< (St yip)'] > 0 . (2.36)
t  —^ oo y  £  Y r  \  ß 5 ß 5 /
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Proof of  Le mma 2-4• Let «oo =  max^.gq, (||V,II00 +  ||V7V,II00) <  00 > functions
{St,yip)2 w ith t  >  0, y  € ) ) i j .  'ip € \P, are Lipschitz continuous:
I(5't,y'0)(a?i)2 -  (St ,yip)(x2)2| <  2 I lS t^ H ^  HV(St,î/V,)ll00 \xi -  x 2\
< 2s2X}Lp(t)^d^ 1\xi — a?21- (2.37)
d efWe use the  no tation  W~{x) = W { —x).  Using H W ^ =  1 we see th a t  the  functions 
(St,yip)2 * W ~  are also Lipschitz continuous w ith the  same upper bound 2s200ip{t) ^ d^ 1 
for the  Lipschitz constant. Let ô><= denote any point configuration w ith i0^ < uj and 
û <*{K j ) =  ü / ( K j ); th is m eans th a t  ô><= is obtained from w by removing ex tra  points of 
the  Poissonian cloud w in boxes K j  w ith u j ( K j )  > 1. The choice (2.34) of M  guarantees
V M (x) > j  W { x - y ) û ^ { d y ) .  (2.38)
J u d
Using & ( K j )  = uj^(Kj)  <  1 we conclude
[  ( S t ^ P )2 * W ~  tic"' — I  {St,yip)2 * W ~  d û ^ < 2 s ‘l0(p(t) ^ d^ 1 V d ( .  (2.39)
JKj ’ JKj
{St,yip)2 * W~  is supported  in a  ball of radius {R + 1 )ip{t) + a < 3Rip{t) (for large t), 
and the  union of all K j  th a t  have a  non-em pty intersection w ith th is ball is contained 
in a  ball of radius 4Rip{t) (for large t) . Therefore the  num ber of these K j ’s is a t m ost 
I-Ö4fiv3(t)(0) |/C rf- We estim ate for large t, using (2.38), (2.39) and Fubini’s theorem ,
V{t)2 (£v<t (St’v^  ~ £v™{St,yip))
< ß  [  {St,yip)2 * w ~  dujc -  ß  j  {St,yip)2 * W~ d û c (2.40)
J  Wtd ’ JWtd
<ß-2s%>VdC1- dRd\B4{0)\'p{t)-1 ^  0 ,
since ip{t) —¥ 00 as t —¥ oo. Lem m a 2.4 is proved.
□
We define a  discretized version of the  Lebesgue m easure
(2.41)
iGÇZd
com pare th is w ith definition (2.32). The m ap (  ( _rf( l — e -<=d) m aps the  interval 
(0 , 00) diffeomorphically and m onotonically decreasing onto the  interval (0 , 1); especially 
we have ( _rf( l ^ e -<=d) 1. We define (( to , d) for 0 <  to  <  1 im plicitly by the  equation
m  = C d( l ^ e - cd). (2.42)
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We define at  =f (p(t)da, Q =f V’W -1 C> Vt =f iP ( t ) ^ 1 V-, and Wt.(x) =f ip(t)dW  (ip(t)x). 
Wt  is supported  in B aip^ t)- i  (0) and fulfills 11W*11 =  H W ^ =  1. Let Tzv  denote the  
transla tion  of a  m easure v by z  £ Rrf, i.e. (Tzv)(A) =  v ( A  — z).  Further for ip £ $  we 
define
def
=  sup
zGB
[  (exp{tn/)2 * W t } -  1) d(Tzv Ct) -  Av (a)
J n d
(2.43)
L e m m a  2 .5  Let ß  >  0, r] >  0, and assume that m  <  1 is so close to 1 that (  £ 
(0 ,e r1/2a). Choose R  and as in Lemma 2.4- Then for  all ip £  \P, ß  >  0, a < 0 and 
t  >  0
min /  Y** ■ (St yip)2 dx  < m ß  < exp { lo g \YR t | — rmp(t)d (aß  — A.y(a) — ov a *)} . 
'GY R ,t J Ud J
(2.44)
Proof of  Lemma 2.5. We need some preparations for the  large deviation estim ates in the 
derivation of (2.44): Let ƒ be any com pactly supported  bounded m easurable function. 
Using independence, (2.33), and log(l +  x) < x  we have
E exp I  a J  ƒ d u 1' j =  J J  ^1 +  (1 — e~^  )(e<7^ ^  — 1) j  <  exp |to J  (e0^  - 1) dv** | .
(2.45)
Choose ip £ ^ , ß  > 0, a  < 0 and t  > 0. Using the  exponential Chebyshev-inequality and 
a  change of variables x  ip(t)^1(x — y) in the  following large deviation estim ate (at is 
non-positive) we obtain
min [  • (S t ,y ip f  dx < m , ß  =  P min f  (St ,yip)2 * W~ dioc < m ß  
GYR,t J j id ’ J [ÿGÎH.t Jjid
(St,yip)2 * W~ dui  ^ < mß
1 E exp |<rt J  (St}y'ip)2 * W ^  du1' J
<  T J  exP 1 —&trn ß  + m  (exp{at (St  yip)2 * W ~ }  — l)  dv^  > (2.46)
y e Y R ,t 1  J : l  J
=  £  exp < —mip(t)d ( a ß — (exp{aip2 * W f } -  l)  d(Tj,t i/^ )  ) > 
y e Y R ,t L V  Jr * J  J
<  exp { lo g \YR:t \ -  mip(t)d (aß  -  Av (a) -  oV:!T:t)} ■
This finishes the  proof of Lem m a 2.5.
y g  V
<  E
y£YR
E  <
ÿGÎH.t
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2 .2  P r o o f  o f  th e  lo w er b o u n d  in  T h e o r e m  0.1
In th is subsection we always assume th a t  ip(t) = (log t ) 1/>d for t  > 1.
L e m m a  2 .6  Let d > 1, ip(t) = (log t ) 1/>d, ß  > 0, rj >  0, and assume that m  < 1 is so 
close to 1 that (  £ (0, d_ 1/ 2a). Choose R  and as in Lemma 2Jt . Then for  all ip £ ^  
and ß  £ [0 , 1) with
A
m
there exist t? >  0 and to >  1 such that for  all t  > to :
A* (p) > -  (2.47)
min /  ■ (St :yip)2 dx  < m ß  
’j€YR,t Jjid < t  ■ (2-48)_y€ f '
Proof of  Lemma 2.6. Choose ip £ and ß  such th a t  (2.47) is fulfilled. By definition 
(0.5) of A *, there  is a £ R w ith
a ß  — Av (a) > — . (2.49)
TO
We may even choose a  <  0. (To see th is, one proceeds as follows: For a > 0, ß  £ [0,1), 
ri r
—— (pa — A ^c t))  = ß  — ip2ecrv dx  < ß  — \\ip\\l = ß  — I < 0 ,  (2.50) 
da J Ud
especially we get for a > ao = 0 th a t  aoß — A v (ao) > a ß  — A v (a).) We set
§  =f i  [m(aß  — A y  (a)) — d] > 0 ,  (2.51)
where a  <  0 fulfills (2.49). By the  Lipschitz continuity  of ip and the  dom inated conver­
gence theorem  we know th a t
ov ,<r,t ^  0, (2.52)
so Lem m a 2.6 is a  consequence of Lem m a 2.5, of the  asym ptotics
l(,g I ^  />'./ I t—><X) 
log t
and of the  choice (2.51) of t9.
d, (2.53)
L e m m a  2 .7  For d > 1, ip(t) = (log t ) 1/>d, and ß  > 0 the following holds P -a .s .:
lim inf (log t f ! d XvsATt )  > h ( ß ) .  (2.54)£->00
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Proof of  Le mm a 2.7. Let ß  >  0, rj >  0. Take to  <  1 so close to  1 th a t  the  following 
th ree assum ptions are fulfilled: i) Lem m a 2.6 is applicable, ii) (recall h  = h  < ß,  see 
Corollary 1.2 and (1.8))
h  — r) < ß m ,  (2.55)
and in)  (recall (1.3) and (1.8))
h  < h  (ß, to) +  T] <  ^  IIV(f)\\l + ßrriß +  r] (2.56)
holds for all <p £ $  and ß  £ (0 , 1) w ith
A; (p )  < - 1  (2.57)
Choose ( ,  M  and R,  Ç $  as in Lemmas 2.6, 2.3, 2.4, respectively. Then we get for 
large t, using (2.22), (2.36), definition (0.2), and the  scaling property  (2.11):
(logt)2/d XVß t (%) > S r j +  (logt)2/d m in £ VM (S t,yip)
y&R.t P'1 
¥>G*
>  —4»] +  (log t )2!d m in £ ÿ t  (S t<yip) (2.58)
=  —i n  +  min ( ^  ||V ^ | |2 +  ß  min [  • (St vip)2 dx  ) . 
vev \2  veYR.tJRd ’u J
For all 'ip £ we define
IH = ( h  -  I  II W ||2 -  r iKßm ) - 1 <  1, (2.59)
defsee (2.55). We define the  finite set H =  {ip £ : ß v  >  0}. We com pare
h  = \  + ß m ß v +ri  (2.60)
with (2.56): There are two cases to  distinguish:
Case 1. If ß v  ^  E, then  we get trivially  for all t >  1 :
min /  V e ■ {St ,y i p ) 2 dx  >  0 >  m ß v . (2.61)
ÿGYR,t Jjid
Case 2. Else if ß v £ E, i.e. 0 <  ß v < 1; then  the  condition (2.57) m ust fail (compare 
(2.56) and (2.60)), i.e. A*,(ßy)  >  In th is case we apply Lem m a 2.6 : it provides a
>  0 such th a t  for all large t
min /  ■ (St,yip)2 dx  > m ß v 
y€YR,t Jjid
> 1  - r * * * .  (2.62)
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Collecting bo th  cases we get for all large t, using (2.58) and (2.60): 
P  [(logt)2/d Av„.t ( 7 ï ) > / i - 5 » j ]
>
>
min ( ^  IIV^II2 +  ß  min [  • (St v'(p)2 d x )  > h  — n 
yig\p y 2 y & 'n . , t  J u d  ’ J
min ( /  V e ■ (St yip)2 dx  -  m ß v  ) >  0 > 1 - V r  
GYR,t \ J Ud ’ J  f - 1
(2.63)
y   V
We choose a  9 £ (0,min^,eH$v’) and define th e  increasing sequence t n = n 2/ 9 oo; 
then  X]»gn Sç>g= ^  < 00 • ’l '^ e Borel-Cantelli lem m a and (2.63) imply th a t
,.s. lim inf ( \ogtn)2^d Xv„ t (%n ) >  h  -  5jj. (2.64)
For t  >  1, let n(i)  denote the  sm allest index w ith t n^  > t. Since Xvß±t (%)  >  Xvß±t (%
and ( lo g t) /( lo g t„ (t)) 1, we see th a t
vß,t (%) > h  -  5jj. (2.65)
B ut now the  claim of Lem m a 2.7 follows because r] > 0 was chosen arbitrarily .
-a.s. lim inf (log t )2!d X\/e 1)
t—¥ OO P ’
Proof of  Theorem 0.1. Theorem  0.1 is now proven, too: It follows from form ula (1.7), 
Corollary 1.2 and Lem m a 2.7.
2 .3  P r o o f  o f  th e  low er b o u n d  in  T h eo rem  0 .6
The following lem m a is analogous to  Lem m a 2.6 bu t w ith a  different scaling:
L em m a  2 .8  Let d  >  1, ip(t) ;§> (log t ) 1/>d, ß  > 0, rj >  0, and assume that m  < 1 is so 
close to 1 that (  £ (0,d - 1/ 2a). Choose R  and as in Lemma 2Jt . Then for  all tß £ 
ß  £ (0 , 1) and '& >  0 there is a t $  > 0  such that for  all t  > t$:
min / • (St,yiß)2 dx  < m ß  y€YR,t jjjd
< r (2 .66)
Proof of  Lemma 2.8. Choose ip £ 13>. The function A* is convex w ith the  global m inimum 
A* (1) =  0 (see Lem m a 3.1 of [4]). Hence for any ß  <  1 there  exists a  <  0 such th a t
d e fç =  a ß  — A y (a) >  0 (see also (2.50)). Using Lem m a 2.5 we ob tain  for all t  >  0:
min / ■ (St yip)2 dx  < m ß  < exp { lo g \Yr  t | — mip(t)d (ç — ov a *)} . (2.67)
y€YR,t JUd ’
The bound l o g |  <  d l o g t  is valid for large t; consequently l o g |  -C ^ ( i ) d- Fur­
therm ore ov ,a,t 0 holds (see also (2.52)). These facts and (2.67) imply the  claim.
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□Proof of  the lower bound in Theorem 0.6. We choose ß  > 0, r] £ (0 ,1), and assume 
that m  £ (1 — 77, 1) is so close to 1 that (  £ (0 ,d _ 1/ 2a). Choose R  and as in Lemma
2.4. Using Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we know that there exists t\  > 0 such that for all t > t\
‘fiitfM-'ß t (%) >  min ip(t)2£ÿ(  (S tyip) — ifj
y&R.t ß-t
¥>G*
> min ß  [  F« • (St ,yip)2 dx -  4V. (2 .68)
y€YR,t Jjid 
¥>G*
Choose t? > 0 and ß  £ (1 — r], 1) (hence (1 — r])2 < mß) .  Using Lemma 2.8 we have for 
all t  > t \  V max^gf
P [fi(t)2 XVß,t (% ) > ß  -  T}(2 ß  +  4)] (2.69)
> min / (St,yip)2dx > (1 — rj)" 
'GYR,t Jjidy V
.
Hence
P-a.s. lim inf ip(t) 2 \ v v (%) > ß ,  (2.70)t—¥ OO
this follows by the Borel-Cantelli lemma and since r] £ (0,1) was chosen arbitrarily (see 
also (2.64)-(2.65)).
3 A N A L Y S IS  O F  T H E  V A R IA T IO N A L  P R IN C IP L E  
3 .1  T h e  p h a se  tr a n s it io n  p ic tu re
We start with citing some well-known facts on the logarithmic moment generating func­
tion and the Fenchel-Legendre transform (see Lemma 3.1 and formula (3.6) of [4]): As­
sume that ||0||2 =  1 , then AJ is convex, non-negative, monotonically decreasing on (0, 1 ) 
with the global minimum A*(l) =  0, and for ß £ (0,1) the maximizing a is non-positive 
(see (2.50)) and given by
ß =  A^(ct) =  f (p2ea  ^ dx and h*^(ß) =  A' r 1(ß) =  a. (3.1)
J  u J
We set
A*(ß) =  inf{A;(M) : <p £ ^ ,  ||V 0 ||2 =  1}. (3.2)
Recall that ||ç!>||2 =  1 holds for all <f> £ $.
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L e m m a  3.1  Set  c \2 {d) d= d 2/ d/2 .  Then
I(ß)  =  o inf  ^ ( c i 2 h*{ß)2/ d +  ßßj  . (3.3)
Consequently, the funct ion I  is concave.
Proof of  Lemma 3.1. We apply a  sim ilar scaling argum ent as in Lem m a 1.2; recall 
definition (1.14) of the  scaled version (f>r of <f>, which fulfills <f>r G $  if and only if <j) G $ . 
We use definition (0.6) of I ,  the  facts on AJ and the  scaling properties (1.15)-(1.16) in 
the  following calculation:
I(ß) = inf \ -  IIV d r f  + ßß : r  >  0,0 G $ , || V #  =  1, ß  G (0 ,1), A Jr (ß) = d
=  inf - — Iß : r > 0. o  G <I>. ||V ^ ||2 =  l , ß  G (0, l ) , r dA^(ß)  = d,
+ ß ß : d £ $ , \ m \2 = h ß £ ( 0 , l ) \  (3.4)
=  inf ( c i2 h*{ß)2/ d 
0 < u < l  V0/j 1
The function I  is therefore a  infimum over linear functions; hence it is concave.
□
Here is a  simple m onotonicity argum ent to  get lower bounds for I (ß ) :
L e m m a  3.2  Assume that A^ (a ) <  f ( a ) f or all & <  0, (j) G IIV0II2 =  1. Then for  all 
MG (0 , 1 ):
A * ( ß ) > f * ( ß ) ,  (3.5)
def
where f*(ß<) = supa<0(ßa — f ( v ) ) -  A s  a consequence we get
I (ß )  > inf ( c i2 f * ( ß ) 2^d + ß ß )  • (3.6)
0 < / i< l  \  /
Proof of  Lemma 3.2. Using (2.50) we see th a t  we can restric t the  suprem um  in definition 
(0.5) of AJ to  non-positive values of a  whenever ß  <  1:
a J(m) =  s u p (cta* - A ^ ( ct) ) .  (3.7)
cr<0
This together w ith the  assum ptions on ƒ implies (3.5). The lower bound (3.6) then 
follows from (3.3).
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F irs t we provide the  lower bound for d  <  4 in (0.9) (compare th is w ith Lem m a 3.4 of [4]).
Proof of  the lower bound in Theorem 0.3. Choose <j> € $  w ith ||V 0 ||2 =  1 and
11 <j>\12 =  1. We use the  following Sobolev inequality: For d < 4 there  exists a  constant 
c13 (d) >  0 such th a t
M t < c i S(d). (3.8)
(To see (3.8) for d = 1, one uses Theorem  8.5 (i) in [3], which sta tes + WdWt ^
m \ t , and uw t  < uwlo uwl-
For d = 2, form ula (3.8) is a  special case of Theorem  8.5 (ii) (3) in [3], which sta tes
11 I2 +  II0 II2 >  $ 2  ,q 11011, for 2 <  q < oo, (j) € U q’2(R2), and some constant S 2 ,g > 0. 
For d = 3, one uses Theorem  8.3 (i) in [3], which sta tes (for d = 3) ||V </>||2 >  S3 ||0||g for 
some constan t S 3 > 0 , and H older’s inequality, which implies ||0 ||4 <  H^H^ 4 II0II;/4-)
We estim ate the  Taylor expansion of A^(ct) a t ctq = 0 up to  second order for a  <  0:
A*(0) =  0, A^(0) (3= ) II0 II2 , (3.9)
A " ( a ) =  f  ^ e ^ d x < U \ \ \ .  (3.10)
J ud
T he Taylor expansion and the  Sobolev inequality (3.8) yield for all a  <  0:
A^,(o-) <  Wdlllo- +  M i l CT2 <  a +  (3.11)
Using Lem m a 3.2 we get for 0 <  ß  <  1
A*(p)  >  sup ( ( ß -  1)ct -  ^ - a 2)  =  ^*—(1 -  ß ) 2, (3.12)
cr<0 v Z /  Z C 1 3
and therefore w ith cu (d) =f Ci2(2c i3) _2//rf, and C\(d)  =f c^4rf^ 4_rf)(4 /e fp 4//(4_rf)(4 /d  -  
1) >  0 :
I (ß )  > o inf  ^ ^Ci4 ( 1 — p )4//rf +  ß ß j  >  inf ^ 14(1 — ß )4//rf +  ßß'j = ß  — Ci/34/,(4_<^;
(3.13)
here the  optim al point is ß  = 1 — ( d ß / (4c i4L))d^ 4^ d'! < 1. This proves the  lower bound 
of Theorem  0.3 (the upper bound has been proven in Lem m a 3.4 of [4]).
□
We provide now an alternative proof for the  existence of a  phase transition  in dim en­
sions d > 4, including a  quan tita tive  lower bound for the  critical point. This proof does
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not make use of the  Cwickel-Lieb-Rosenbljum theorem  (see Theorem  9.3 of Simon [7], 
Theorem  2.1 of [4], resp.).
F irs t we introduce the  relevant constants:
^  4|f  d(d — 2 ) jgrf|2/rf _  ~  2 ) 22/rf_i+i/rfp ^ 1 +   ^ \  ^  ^
here S d denotes the  un it sphere in Rrf+1. Sd is the  optim al constant in the Sobolev 
inequality (see Theorem  8.3 in [3])
IIV0II2 > S d \\<i>f2 l , (3.15)
with 7  =f d/(d  -  2), d > 3, <f> G D 1 (R” ) D Hg,2 (R” ) (for sim plicity we skip here the  
form al definition of D 1 (Wlj). We set
ßo(d) =f c i2S'(i =  22,/ d~1 drA/ dSd- (3.16)
Proof of  Theorem 0-4• Let d > 4. Here we prove th a t  for all ß  <  ßo we have I (ß )  >  ß. 
Using the  concavity of I  (see Lem m a 3.1) th is implies th a t  there  exists ß c(d) > ßo (d) > 0 
such th a t  (O.lO)-(O.ll) is fulfilled. This also proves the  lower bounds in (0.12)-(0.13), 
whereas the  upper bounds in (0.12)-(0.13) are a  consequence of Lem m a 3.4 and Lem m a 
3.5 below.
We choose 7  =  d/(d — 2), which fulfills 1 <  7  <  2. We claim for all £ <  0:
eç ^ l < £ + — . (3.17)
7
To prove (3.17), we observe first th a t  for all s <  0:
1 — M 7-1 <  es; (3.18)
th is is obvious for s < —1, (in th is  case we have 1 — |s |7-1 < 0 < es). For —1 < s < 0 we 
get (3.18) from 1 — |s |7-1 < 1  — [s| =  l  +  s <  es , since 0 <  7  — 1 <  1. The bound (3.17) 
follows by integrating  (3.18) over the  interval [£, 0].
Let a  <  0, 4> € $ ,  ||V 0 ||2 =  1. We su bstitu te  a<f>2 <  0 for £ in (3.17), th is implies
r  11 (b\ I I 1^
A4,(a) = (e0^  -  1) dx <  ||0 ||2 a H------- — |<r|7 <  a +  (3.19)
J vl* " 7 7*-1 j
where in the  last step we have used th e  Sobolev inequality (3.15), | |V 0 ||2 =  1, and 
||0 ||2 =  1. M onotonicity of the  Legendre transform  (Lemma 3.2) yields for ß € (0,1):
aJ(m ) >  sup ( ( ß -  i y  -  M y )  =  3 s 'rf/2 (1 -  M)rf/2; (3-20)
a<o \  7 * d /  «
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the  optim al point is a =  —S ^ (1  — ß)1^ -1 and we have used d/2 =  7 /(7  — 1). 
We insert th is result in (3.6) and get
m  >  inf ((1 -  ß)ßo + ßß)  = (  ß  !O r 0 < ^  ßo’ (3.21)
o<ß<i I ß 0 for ß  > ß 0;
recall definition (3.16) of ßo■ The proof of Theorem  0.4 is finished.
3.2 C ritica l e x p o n e n t in  4 d im en sio n s  (P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  0 .5 )
In th is subsection we prove th a t  for <2=4, /3o(4) is th e  critical ß (i.e. /3C(4) =  /3o(4)) and 
th a t  I ( ß )  is differentiable a t /3C(4).
L em m a  3 .3  Let d = 4. Tftere is a constant C3 > 0 such that for all ß  > /3o(4);
I(ß) > ß -  C3(ß -  ßo(4))2. (3.22)
Especially, I  is differentiable at the point  ß  = /3o(4).
Proof of  Lem ma 3.3. We use a  sim ilar technique as in the  proof of Theorem  0.4. By­
convexity of the  exponential function we know for all y, s € R:
es > ey + ey( s - y ) .  (3.23)
Let £ <  0. We integrate (3.23) over the  interval [£, 0] and obtain
eç -  1 < ey ((1 -  y)£ + 2^1£2) . (3.24)
Let a  <  0, 4> € $  w ith ||V0 ||2 =  1. We substitu te  £ =  a<f>2 in (3.24), in tegrate, and use 
Sobolev inequality (3.15) for d =  4, 7 =  2 to  get for all y  € R:
A^(ct) <  ey ((1 -  y)o  P U 2 +  2 V 2 ||0 ||4^
< e y ( ( l - y ) a  + 2 - 1 S ^ ‘2a 2) . (3.25)
We apply Lem m a 3.2 to  get for ß  € (0,1):
2<T
A%{ß) >  sup ( ß a  -  ey ( (1 -  y)a  +  7^
for ß  >  eÿ( l — y),
ƒ ^~{e~y/ 2ß  +  ey/ 2{y — l ))2 for ß  < ey (l  — y),
(3.26)
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here the  optim al point is a  =  ( (ß e ^ y + y — 1) A 0 )S f. An exact optim ization over y  would 
lead to  a  transcendental equation for y; however, it is sufficient for our purposes to  use 
an approxim ation to  the  optim al point: In (3.26) we choose
y =  | ( M - l ) e  [ - | , 0 ] ,  (3.27)
We observe for th is choice of y  th a t  ß  <  (1 +  y){ \  — y) <  ey( l — y); i.e. the  first case in 
(3.26) occurs. Consequently (3.26) tells us
Si
= ^  ( ( i  -  ß)  +  j r  [ ( - ! ) " ( !  -  2n) +  3n -  1] ) (3.28)
ra= 2
s / 2 \  9
one should note th a t  all Taylor coefficients are positive. N ext we introduce th e  constant
n  d e f 
^3 —
imply
Cz =f 4ßg(4) • The inequality (3.28), the  bound (3.3), and the  definition (3.16) of ßo(4)
I(ß) >  in f ^o (4 ) ( ( 1  -  ß)  + ^ - g ^ )  +  ß ß
[  ß ^ C 3( ß ^  ß0(4) f  for ß > A ,(4), 
y ß for 0 < ß  < ßo{4);
for ß >  ßo{4) the  optim al value is given by ß  = 1 — 2C3(ß — ßo(4)), for 0 <  ß < ßo(4) we 
choose ß  f  1. The differentiability of I(ß) a t ß = ßo(4) is a  consequence of the  bound 
(3.29) and of the  upper bound I(ß) < ß. This proves Lem m a 3.3.
L em m a  3 .4  Let d = 4. There are constants C 4 >  0, C5 >  0, and  62 >  ßo(4) such that 
for all ß  € (/3o(4), 62) the following estimate holds:
T ( Q\ ^ a  r  ( ß ^ ß o W ) 2  (o o(V\*\ß) S  ß  ^4 I, r n  ( a a t  -mu ' (3.30)|l°g[C'5( /3 - /3 0(4))]|
Proof of  Lemma 3.Jt . Let 0  € $  w ith ||V 0||2 =  1- We derive an upper bound for A^(ct): 
For a  <  0:
Al4 a ) = f  ‘i? 6 * 4’ 2 dx ^  M \ l  +  a \  P ile  =  1 +  0- II0 II4 +  11011e • (3.31) 
J R<* L L
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The function : (—oo,0] —¥ (0,1] is m onotonically increasing, and —1 +  y'l — x >
—ar/2 — x 2 / 2  holds for all x  <  1. Using these two facts and (3.31), we get for
f i e l / l f L ( 0 , l ) : l - , , A )  (3.32)
[ 2 ||0 ||6 J
the  following lower bound:
(3_1) w - l\%(ß)  = 1 (ß) = sup { a  < 0 : A^(ct) <  ß}
> sup { a  <  0 : 1 +  a ||0 ||4 +  y  \\<j>\\l < ß
=  I Ë  _ 1 +  1 _ M M (i _ m) ] (3.33)
P i l e  V V Mill J
> ^ A d ^ ) ^ ^ 4 l ( i ^ ) 2.
"  M l  M f
We integrate  th is estim ate over an interval ( ß , l )  Ç l ^ ;  we obtain for ß  € I f .
A;(m) =  A ;( 1) -  f  A*4! ( ß ) d ß  < — ^ ( 1  ^ m )2 +  S t 1 " /» ) 3 (3-34) 
A  2 0  1, 3 ®L
<
2 i H i r   H0 ii4
1 n , x ^  V2 II0II® 2
(1 /i) +  j I j î 110 ( ft)
. y f t W K  3 |H |4
F urther we assum e now th a t  our te s t function <f> satisfies the  bound
2 M a  >110114 5 (3-35)
scia im r 2vone should com pare th is w ith (3.32). We apply (3.34) and (3.3) for ß  € (0,
I {ß) < (ciz^Jh-liß) +  ßß')
— “ I  (  r? u^ , 112 (1 ~  A*) +  (■*■ ~  ^ )2 +  (3.36)
y / 2 U \ \ l  3 II0II
ß  for ß  < — 24 ?
2
0-iJSfei03 - ii i^rT f o r ii^ ir2< ß < n ii^ iir2-
In view of th is  bound we need to  maximize ||0 ||2 w ith the  constrain ts <f> € $ ,  || V 0 ||2 =  1, 
and (3.35). Theorem  8.3 in [3] tells us: In the  Sobolev inequality (3.15) ( ||V ^ | |2 >  
S i  Ill’ll2, '<P € D 1 (R4)) we have equality if we choose th e  function 'ip to  be
(^*) = ytW  ’ 3^'37^
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(and also for scaled and transla ted  versions of it). However, th is function tp is not 
com pactly supported; we even have rp ^ L 2(R4 ). Therefore we introduce a  trunca ted  
approxim ation '<pR of tp: Let x  '■ R4 ~^ [0,1] denote any fixed sm ooth radially  sym m etric 
function which is com pactly supported  in B 2(0) and equals 1 on -Bi(O). For R  > 0 we
set
We note th a t  for some positive constants C15 <  C15, c\%, c n  < c n ,  and cig the  following 
bounds hold for large R:
the  last im portan t inequality is
IIIW >Ä||2 -  liv e ly  < -  ip)\\2 =  | |v  (^(1  -  x ( - / m ) ll2
— P - R s u p p ( l - x )  W | | 2 +  IlV xllooß I Ißsupp (V x ) î/’ ||2 (3.42)
<  c i g R ^ 1;
where we have used polar coordinates to  evaluate the  integrals for the  norm s and we 
have inserted the  following scaling behaviors: \x\3 \Vip(x)\2 <  0 (|a;|_3) and \x\3 \rp(x)\2 < 
0 ( |a ; |_1) as |x| —¥ oo; f isu p p  (V x) is contained in an annulus centered a t 0 w ith radii R  
and 2R,  and iîs u p p  (1 — x) does not intersect B R (0). (3.40), (3.42), and equality in the  
Sobolev estim ate (3.15) yield for some constant cig >  0 and large R:
c i5 log R < W^PrWI <  C15 log R, (3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
M I4  -  | |  <  \Wr\\\ <  IM I4
(3.43)
In general 1 '/,• (f <I>: we still need to  scale rpR : We set
<Pr (x ) d=  a p R ( x / r ) (3.44)
where the  scaling constants c(R), r (R ) are chosen such th a t  | |0 b ||2 =  1 =  | |V 0 ß ||2; to  be 
specific, we have r  =  | |V ^ ß ||2 /  | |^ b ||2 and c =  | |^ b ||2 /  | |V ^ ß ||2. Using fu rther th a t
\4>r\\4 = cr\\xpR \\A and ||0 f i ||g =  c6r 4 Halles , (3.45)
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we obtain for large R  (c2o, C21 denote positive constants):
u , 11-2 IIWfi | l2 /  a , ci9 /o
=  I, , „2 <  ^4 +  - 5 -, (3.46)
ll^fillj0 _  ll^fillj0 ^  C20
l^ f i l le  IIW fiÜ2 HV’fille log-R
> (3-47)
11 $ R  114 =  HV’f i l l !  <  C21 R —> 
l l^ f i l le  l l ^ f i l l l  l l^ f i l le  lo g ”^
especially assum ption (3.35) is fulfilled for the  te s t function <j>R for large R.  Let ß  > ßo(4).
We set
_ c12ci92 - 1 / 2 
R - l ( ß ^ ß Q(4 ))• (3-49)
T he bound (3.36) together w ith the  estim ates (3.46)-(3.48) and definition (3.16) of /3o(4) 
yields for i? large enough, say ß  € (/3o(4), 62):
I (ß )  < ß  ^  J ^ i l o g R ) - 1 ( ß - ß o ( 4 ) ^ C^ ^ R - 1)  (3.50)
= ß ^ C 4 fc ( 3 ° {f 2( m  I (3.51)|l°g[C'5( /3 - /3 0(4))]|
for an appropriate  choice of the  positive constants C4, C5. This proves Lem m a 3.4.
3.3 A sy m p to t ic s  in  th e  large-/3 -reg ion  (P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  0 .2 )
T he m ain tools to  examine the  large-/3-behavior of I (ß)  (especially for proving the  limit 
(0 .8)) are asym ptotic upper and lower bounds for the  ground sta te  energy in a  determin­
istic square-well potential. These bounds, well known to  physicists a t least in dimensions 
d  <  3, are collected in Appendix B.
Let r,i denote the  radius of a  d-dimensional ball of volume d. Here is an  asym ptotic 
upper bound for I(ß);  we expect the exponent —1/2 of ß  to  be optimal:
L em m a  3 .5  There are positive constants 6 3 (d) and 022(d) such that for  all ß  > 6 3 :
I ( ß ) < c ( d ,  1 ) - ^ | -  (3-52)
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Proof of  Lemma 3.5. Let 63 >  2c(d, 1) and c22 be defined according to  Lem m a B .l in 
A ppendix B. Let ß  > 63. By the  upper bound in (B .l) , there  is a  te s t function <f> £ $  
such th a t
1 9 C99 2
9 IIWII2 + ßß < c(d; 1) -----7=5 > where p =  I r ^ b  (O) 0  • (3.53)2
This num ber ß  cannot be 0, i.e. <f> cannot be supported  in B r j (0), since th is  would imply 
IlV 0 II2 /2  +  ßß > DV 0 II2 / 2  >  \o (Brd(0)) = c(d, 1), which contradicts (3.53). ß  cannot 
equal 1, since then  ||V 0 ||2 /2  +  ßß > ß  >  63 >  c(d, 1) which is a  contradiction, too. It 
rem ains to  exam ine ß £ (0,1): We calculate, using the  inequality 1 +  £ — 6 e- < 0 :
Kt>(ß) =  sup ß o  — /  (e 17 ^  — 1 ) d x
<T<0 J
Rd
=  sup [  (1 + (T(f)2  -  e'74’ 2 ) dx + [  (1 — ea'ct>2 )dx  
<T<0 J J
VLd\ B T i (Q) B„d( 0 )
<  \Brd(0)\ = d. (3.54)
Consequently the  pair <j), ß  is an allowed te s t configuration in the  definition (0.6) of I: 
(0.6) and (3.53) together imply the  bound (3.52). This proves Lem m a 3.5.
□
N ext we prove a  lower bound for I (ß)  in the  large-/3-region:
L em m a  3 .6  There are constants 023(d) > 0 and  64(d) >  1 such that for  all ß  > 64(d) 
the following lower bound holds:
Hß) >  c(d, 1) — C2sß^1^ 3 log/3. (3.55)
Proof of  Lem ma 3.6. We abbreviate “radially  sym m etric non-increasing” by “RSNI” . 
Let <f>° denote the  RSNI rearrangem ent of 4> £ $  (see [3], Section 3.3). Then <j)° £ $ ,  
too, A^ =  A^o, and therefore AJ =  AJ„. Lem m a 7.17 in [3] shows ||V 0 ° ||2 <  ||V 0 ||2. We 
insert th is in the  definition (0.6) of I (ß )  and scale <f> (see (1.14) - (1.16)); th is shows for 
every m  > 0 :
( m 2/ d 1
I(ß) = inf I — -  yV 0 II2 +  ßß ■ 0  € $  RSNI, ß £ (0 ,1), A},(ß) < m d \ .  (3.56)
The m ap [0,00) 9 s 1 — (1 +  s ) e ^ s £ [0,1) is bijective and m onotonically increasing. 
Let ß  > 1 ■ We set s = s(ß) =f log(/31//3) >  0 and m  = rn(ß)  =f 1 — (1 +  s )e_s
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de fFurther let <j> £ $  RSNI, ß  £ (0 ,1) w ith A J(p) <  md,  and a  =  A J'(p) <  0. We get (see 
(3.1))
m d  > A l ( ß )  = o ß  — A^(ct) =  f  [1 — (1 — a(j)2 )erT‘f> ] dx
J uJ
> to |{x  G Rd : —<7<f>(x)2 >  s } | , (3.57)
and consequently —o <j>(x)2 < s for |x| >  r<j, since |B r<1(0)| =  d, and since is RSNI:
the  level set {x  : —u<j)(x)2 >  s}  is either em pty or a  ball centered a t 0. We m ultiply the 
inequality 1 u J\Br j (o) <  ese 'T‘^ 2 by <f>2 and integrate; th is yields th e  following inequality:
d e f K = 1r J\Br.d (0)0 < ë  cj>2e^  dx = ë h ' J a )  = e'ß. (3.58)
T he inequality m 2/ d > 1 — c24( l  — to) > 0  holds for some constan t c24(d) > 0 and 
m ( ß ) <  1 sufficiently close to  1, i.e. for large ß.  We combine the  bound (3.58) and 
Corollary B.2 from Appendix B; we optim ize over ß; then  we insert the  lower bound for 
m ? /d, use m?!d <  1, and abbreviate c25 =f 2 • 3_ 3/ 2CgQ2, hence for large ß  and some 
constan t c23 >  0 we get
TO"
| |V 0 ||2 + ß ß >  m 2f d (c(d,  1) -  C30K1/ 3) +  ß ß
> m 2/ d{c{d, 1) -  c3oes /V /3) +  ß ß
>  m 2/ dc{d,  1) -  c25e s /2m 3/dß - 1/2 (3.59)
> [1 — c24(l + I log ß ) ß ^ 1/ ‘i ]c{d, 1) -  c25/3_1//3
>  c(d,  1 ) — c23ß ^ 1/s log/3.
In view of (3.56) th is proves Lem m a 3.6.
A  U P P E R  B O U N D  O F  T H E O R E M  0 .6  A N D  C O R O L L A R Y  0 .7
To prove the  upper bound in Theorem  0.6 we simply evaluate (0.2) for a  “good” test 
function.
Proof of  the upper bound in Theorem 0.6. In th is proof we always assum e th a t  tp(t) 
is a  strictly  positive function w ith Lp(t) -C t. Choose t  so large th a t  Lp(t) < t / 2 . As test 
function we choose a  function which is constan t on % - ^ t )  and w ith support contained 
in %'■ Let x  ; M —5- [0,1] be any m onotonically increasing C ^ -fu n c tio n  w ith support 
contained in (0,oo), x ( x ) =  1 for x >  1, and x ' ( x ) <  2 for all x G t  We define
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The function \ t  is sm ooth, com pactly supported  in constan t 1 on (—t + ip(t), t  —
ip(t)), and |x£(x)| <  2 /<p(t). Set f t (x) d=  n f = i  Xt(xi)  for x  =  ( x i , . . .  , x d)  G Rd, 
hence f t  : Rd —¥ [0 , 1] is sm ooth, com pactly supported  in %,  constan t 1 on % - v {t), and 
|V / t | <  2y f é p i t ) - 1 . We have
Wftlll > \%-<p{t)\ and HV/tll2 <  \ \ V f t \ t  \ T t \ T t - v{t)\ < 2 c26t (i‘ V ( t ) ‘ 1,
(A.2)
where C2e(d) =f 2d+1 cP. O ur te s t function is defined by norm alizing f t :
(A-3)
which satisfies \\<j>t\\2 = 1,
U t l L  < IIMI2 1 < \ % - V( t ) t 1 /2  < \ % / 2 \ - 1/2, (A.4)
I'
\Tm \
I j V (f>t 112 <  2c26  ^ , J f (? ---  =  2C26  ^ V W  1- (A-5)
Consequently
M % t ( T t )  <  \ m t \ \ l  +  J  v ß i t ( x ) $ ( x ) d x  <  ^  ^ n w i k M t \ L u ( % )
K C26 ß  U( %)  _  C26 L  ß  U(%)  .
- M « )  y > W 2 | 7 ï - v ( t ) |  M * )  V t J  V(tf \Tt\'
By the  ergodic theorem , P-a.s. lim sup^Q o |7 t |_ 1ci;(7t) <  1 , and hence
P-a.s. lim sup  ip(i)2 \ v ß t (Tt) < ß.  (A .7)
t —>oo
The upper bound in Theorem  0.6 is proved.
de fProof of  Corollary 0.7. By m onotonicity we have for all ß , ß i  > 0  and £(t) = 
(log t ) 1/ d:
I ( ß i ) F^ = S' t i m m i i ( t ) 2\ v t (Tt) < lim inf i ( t ) 2Xv v (%)
t—¥ OO ßl't t—¥ OO ß't
<  lim su p £ (i)2Al/*jt (7t) <  lim sup£(£)2Ao(7t \  supp V) .  (A.8)
£—S' oo l3,t t—>oo
Now the  claim follows from Theorem  0.2 and form ula (4.4.38)-(4.4.40) in [8].
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B A S Y M P T O T IC S  O F  T H E  G R O U N D  ST A T E  E N E R G Y
IN  A  (/-D IM E N S IO N A L  S Q U A R E  W E L L  P O T E N T IA L
Recall, rd denotes th e  radius of a  d-dimensional ball of volume d.
L em m a  B . l  There are positive constants 6 3 (d) >  2c(d, 1) and 022(d) <  022(d) such that  
for  all ß  > 63 the following holds:
c(d, 1 ) - M <  XßhdXBrdl0)( ^ )  < c(d, 1) -  (B .l)
Proof of  Lemma B . l .  By Theorem  X.28 in [5] the  Schrödinger operator Hß =  — +  
/ J I r ^ b  (o) is essentially self-adjoint on C “ (Rrf). Theorem  XIII. 15 in [6] implies th a t  the 
closure of Hß  has the  essential spectrum  a ess(Hß) = aess(—A / 2  + ß)  = [ß, oo). Therefore 
the  infimum of the  spectrum  of Hß > 0 either equals ß,  or it is a  discrete eigenvalue 
E  € (0,ß) .  (E  = 0 is certainly impossible.) We show th a t  the  second case occurs 
a t least for large values of ß:  the  poten tia l ß \ u d\ B r j (o) is radially  sym m etric; hence it 
suffices to  look for the  ground sta te  eigenfunction am ong radially  sym m etric functions. 
We therefore search for weak solutions of the  radial Schrödinger equation
|V '( r )  +  d—^ ' d ' ( : r ) Sj  +  /31 {r>rd}ip(r) = Eip(r),  (B.2)
th a t  fulfill
pOO
/  |i/j(r)|2r rf_1 dr < oo. (B.3)
Jo
We solve piecewise the  free radial Schrödinger equation explicitly in term s of (modified) 
Bessel functions: We get w ith the  abbreviation  v  = d f  2 — 1:
f ( \ p l Ë r )  (et! J v ( \ /2Ë r)  +  a z Y v ( \ / 2 Ë r ) \  for r < r d,
—  <  _ v 5
[  ( i/2 (/3  -  E ) r )  (a,2 K v ( ^ 2 (ß -  E)r)  +  a 47I/(1/2 (/3  -  E ) r ) )  for r > r d
(B.4)
w ith constants a \ ,  « 2, « 3, « 4- R egularity of the  solution a t the  origin and condition 
(B.3) require « 3 = 0  =  « 4. Furtherm ore, ip and ip' need to  be continuous a t r = rd. We 
abbreviate f ( z )  =f z ^ v Jv (z), g(z)  =f z ^ l' K v (z), z± =f \ / 2 E r d, and Z2 =f s / 2 (ß  — E ) r d. 
For a  given E  € (0,ß) ,  we get a  eigenfunction ip if and only if the  following condition 
holds:
f(zi) g(z2) 
z i f ' ( z i )  z2g'(z2 )
=  0. (B.5)
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Using the asymptotics
2?
e " \ \ - K v (z) (B.6 )
(see [9], Section 7.23, and [1], form ulas 9.7.2 and 9.7.4) we get
g(z)  
g' (z)
1 . (B.7)
Let £ denote the  sm allest positive num ber w ith J v(£) =  0. (Since the  principal Dirichlet 
eigenfunction of — A /2  on the  ball B r j (0) is given by x  f ( ^ \ x \ / r d) up to  a  norm alizing 
constant, £ is related to  Sznitm an’s constant by c(d, 1) =  (C /r^)2/ 2.) The derivative 
f ' ( z ) =  — z ^ vJ v+i(z )  has no zero point z  in (0,£] (see [9], Section 15.22). We calculate 
for z G (0,£]j using an identity  for Bessel functions from [9], Section 15.23:
_d_
dz
f ( z )
z f ' ( z )
= ( z f ( z ) ) - 2
= z - 2v- 2 f ( z  
=  - 2z
f ( z )  z f ' ( z )  
f z l ( z )  £ (* ƒ '(* ) )
- 2 l / - 3  £l
Jv (^) Z J
J_ 
dz
2 / t2
/ ZJ v(z)  $z {zJ'v (z))
(B.8 )
f ' ( z )  J j  J ^ ( t ) t d t  < 0. 
o
Consequently —f ( z ) / ( z f ' ( z ) )  is m onotone decreasing on (0, £] w ith the  value zero a t £ and 
a  negative derivative a t £. This shows th a t  for some positive constants 0 27(d) < C2$(d), 
and 029(d) <  £ the  estim ate —f ( z ) / ( z f ' ( z j )  > 027 (t; — z)  holds for all 2  G (Q,£], and 
^ f ( z ) / ( z f ' ( z )) <  C28 (£ — z)  holds for all z  G [£ — C29 ,£]. We choose a  constant C22 to  
be so large th a t  c27r,i(2 c(d, 1 ) )_1//2C22 >  2r ^ 1 holds, and we choose another constant 
C22 >  0 so small th a t  2 c2gc(d, \ ) ^ 1 !2 r \c 22 < 1 / 2  holds. F urther we choose 63 >  0 so 
large th a t  the  th ree conditions 2 1 / 2c(d, ^ ) ^ 1 ^2r,iC2 2b^ 1 ^2 <  C29 , 63 >  2 c(d, 1 ), and for all 
z >  b ^ 2rd: —g' ( z ) / g( z )  G [1/2,2] hold true; see (B.7). Let ß  >  63 and E  G (0,c(d,  1)). 
We first show th a t  for E  < c(d, 1) — e ^ ß ^ 1 ^2 the  equation (B.5) has no solution: Using 
ß < 2  ( ß - E ) ,
~ z Îf ih )  -  C27^  ~ Zl  ^ = C2^ ( ^ ^  ~
>  c27rd(2c(d, l ) ) - 1 / 2 (c(d, 1) -  E)  > c27r rf(2c(d, 1 ) ) ~ 1 / 2 C22ß ~ 1/2  (B.9)
> 2r71 / r 1 / 2 > — > 9 (22)
Z2 z2g'(z2)'
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This proves the  lower bound in (B .l). To derive the  upper bound in (B .l) , we set 
E  =  c(d, 1) — c22/3-1 / 2 and estim ate:
t - z 1= rd(^/2c(d, 1) -  V2Ë)  
< 2(2c(d, 1 ) ) - 1/ 2rrf(c(d, 1) -  E) = 2V 2c(d, l ) _1/2rrfc22/3_1/2 (B.10)
< C29)
and therefore
----TT~\ -  °28^  ~ Zl) -  c2s21/2c(d, l ) - 1/2r rfC22/?-1/2
<  2c28c(d, l ) _ 1/ 2r^C22Z2_1 <  <  — 9 ^ \ - (B .l l)
2 r2 Z2 9 {Z2 )
Com paring (B.9) w ith (B .l l)  we conclude th a t  the equation (B.5) has a  solution E  € 
(c(d, 1) — c22/3_ 1//2,c(d , 1) — C22/3-1 / 2). This finishes the  proof of the  upper bound in 
(B .l) and of Lem m a B .l.
□
C o ro lla ry  B .2  There is a constant  C3o(d) >  0 such that for  all functions <j) € $ :
1
d l W I I 2 > c(d, l ) - c 30 l Rd\Brd(Q)<f>
2/3
(B.12)
Proof of  Corollary B.2.  We set c30 =f ( 3 - 2  2/ 3c2^3) V (21/ 3c(d, l ^ J ^ c ^ 3), and we
d e f ^ -------------
abbreviate k  = i u ‘‘\Br j (o)4’ ■ If k =  0, i.e. if <j> is supported  in B r j (0), then  (B.12) is 
obvious, since c(d, 1) is the  principal Dirichlet eigenvalue of —A /2  over B r j (0). So we 
m ay assume k  >  0 . Set ß  =  ( 2 k / c 22) - 2 / 3 . There are two cases: If ß  <  63, then  (B.12) 
holds trivially, since in th is  case the  right hand side in (B.12) is negative: C30K1/ 3 >  
c(d, 1) (63//3)1/ 2 >  c(d, 1). Else if ß  >  63, then  Lem m a B .l is applicable. T he lower 
bound in (B .l) yields the  claim (B.12):
/3
-  ||V 0 ||2 >  c (d ,l)  -  - / 3 k  =  c(d, i)  22/3 
Corollary B.2 is proved.
V1  >  c ( d , l )  - c 30K1/ 3 . (B.13)
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